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What’s
Inside After a long and successful career as President, 

Honeywell Fire Systems, Americas, Allen Fritts has 

announced his well-earned retirement. Those of 

you who know Allen are certainly aware of the 

extensive contribution he has made to this business 

and that he, along with Paul Harris, were 

instrumental in getting Notifier established in the 

MEA region many years before Tamer and I were on 

the scene.

I think it’s well recognized that Allen not only 

helped to build Notifier as a global brand but was 

also a key leader in the drive to establish Honeywell 

Fire Systems into the industry-leading powerhouse 

that it is today. His commitment to the integrity and 

well-being of our brands is unparalleled.

Todd Rief, will replace Allen, effective immediately 

as President, Honeywell Fire Systems, Americas, 

Todd will now have full responsibility for our 

complete lines of businesses for the Americas as 

well as operational responsibility for ensuring the 

timely supply of product into the MEA region.

Todd will be reporting to Gary Lederer who is 

moving back from Europe after over 13 years as 

Business Leader, Systems, EMEAI; he will now be 

responsible for HLS Fire Systems Americas. In 

addition to Fire Systems, Gary will have oversight of 

System Sensor Americas. David Wilson will take 

over Gary’s role by combining it with his existing 

responsibilities as Business Leader for Sensors and 

Devices EMEAI; which includes Systems Sensor and 

KAC, two of our key internal partners for the 

Notifier portfolio. David and Gary will continue to 

report to Mark Levy, President of Honeywell Life 

Safety.

These changes are part of natural succession 

planning that comes with all businesses. However 

it is also is a good time for senior leadership to 

reflect on our plans and make sure that we are 

aligning ourselves to the needs of our customers 

and the markets that we operate in such that 

collectively we remain fully focused on our goals 

and objectives for sustained growth.  

So we congratulate Allen on his career of 

contribution and wish him an enjoyable and well 

earned retirement. We congratulate David and 

Gary on their new roles and look forward to 

continuing the momentum such that Notifier 

partnership can remain the leading global brand in 

the industry. 

Organizational changes at our Life 
Safety headquarters in Northford
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As we leave a very prosperous 2012, we 
understand that now the bar is higher and 
we are ready for it!

Notifier® is not cheap! However, it is not expensive if 

positioned as a solution for end-user challenges arising in the 

today’s market place. We at Honeywell Life Safety, have taken 

it upon ourselves this year to drive deeper into segmentation 

to further create a lesser competitive environment to our 

partners and obviously to ourselves. How? Providing 

best-practice design courses as well as business development 

strategies like key-account focus, sales force deployment and 

brand positioning within the multi-brand Honeywell Life Safety 

business. Through case studies, success stories and a confident 

network of channel partners, we believe that Notifier® will be 

soon becoming the product of choice for the type of 

complexity and solution-based projects that we aim at. 

Moreover, the product portfolio is now expanding to accom-

modate your market needs in such segments. Gas detection, 

flame detection, Vesda, EXD field devices and high-end PAVA 

are now standard product offerings for our partners to utilize 

complementing the brand in every segment targeted. 

Supporting functions - Marketing, Technical and Customer 

Support are also aligned and I believe you may agree with me 

that operations are getting smoother by time and engage-

ment of the entire team of all functions is higher. Within this 

newsletter we will shed light on “what’s new” for each 

function and we would welcome your feedback if something 

you see missing or to be done in a better way. We all have 

one aim for this year, and that is to engage with our channel 

partners to enhance our market position even further. Please 

stay tuned for success stories and case studies within this 

letter and we will be driving more with every.

I would like to personally thank each channel partner for the 

terrific support they have shown and for which we are now in 

a position to really take command of the market. Now is the 

time to build on our ground work of both 2011 and 2012 and 

drive deeper into the markets where the Notifier® value is 

really one that is appreciated by the end-user.

Through 2012, we have been able to 
create more segmentation within the 
market by driving our core 
competencies both for product and 
people. We now have a very good team 
and an unequaled network of channel 
partners through almost all markets 
with the Middle East region. This should, 
and inevitably will, drive us to be in 
better positions in the marketplace, 
ones where the Notifier® advantage is 
more valued and hence creating a less 
competitive environment to our channel 
partners. 

More Focus = Better Positions

TAMER GABER

DS series products The DS-DB Digital Series 
Distribution Board and its associated 
amplifiers provide bulk amplification 
capability to the Digital Voice Command (DVC) 
system while retaining digital audio 
distribution capabilities. 
The DS-DB converts digital audio to analog and 

routes it to audio amplifiers and optional 
backups. The amplifiers send back high-level 
audio, which the DS-DB routes to its risers. 
Control and status information passes 
between the DS-DB and its components via 
EIA-485 bus. 

The DS-DB connects to the Digital Audio Loop 
(DAL), taking up two addresses. One DS-DB 
can simultaneously handle up to four 
channels of audio plus Firefighter Telephone 
communications locally and on the network. 
Up to four DS-AMP (DS series amplifiers) can 
be connected to one DS-DB, and the high level 
risers spread throughout an installation, the 
outputs will be distributed via 8 Class B or 4 

Class A outputs . Amplifiers can be 
configured for 1 to 4 channel applications. 
DS-AMP series amplifiers can also be 
configured for backup, or alternately, a 
DS-BDA (DS-Backup Digital Amplifier) may 
be used to backup one DS-AMP, or for 
multi-channel operation. 

Each DS-AMP can produce 125W of audio 
power at 25V. Conversion to 70V operation 
requires the addition of a DS-XF70V 
transformer. When converted for 70V 
power, each DS-AMP produces a maximum 
of 100W. It may also be mixed with other 
devices on the same DAL, such as the DAA2 
and DAX series amplifiers.

DS Series 
Products

NOVEL DANIYEL
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The new terminal at Muscat Inter-
national Airport would be com-
pleted by 2014 and will have the 
capacity to handle 12 million 
passengers annually. Further expan-
sions planned in three subsequent 
phases will ultimately boost the 
airport’ capacity to 24, 36 and 48 
million passengers when the 
demand is required. Battling against 
TYCO, Siemens and UTC, the range 
and scalability of Notifier® were 
decisive factors in this huge installa-
tion. The system consisted a huge 
70 Onyx™ series Fire Alarm Control 
Panels with approximate 21000 
devices. Networked through 
100Kbps high-speed Noti.Fire.Net 

ESD
Mustafa Sultan

Consultant
Bechtel International

MUSCAT AIRPORT

The Government has taken a decision to 

implement a railway project linking the holy 

cities of Makkah and Madinah via Jeddah. The 

HHR will be a high speed electrified passenger 

line, primarily designed to provide a fast, 

comfortable, reliable and safe mode of 

transport. The HHR will be a high speed (360 

km/h design speed) electrified passenger double 

line between Makkah, Jeddah and Madinah.

a) Makkah Central Station near the 3rd Ring 

Road.

b) Jeddah Central Station will be located on the 

Haramain road, the railway alignment will use 

the median of the Haramain road and the Station 

in KAIA will be a terminus station.

c) adinah will have only one passenger station.

d) Station will also be required in the King 

Abdullah Economic City and a station may be 

required for the Hajj Terminal at Jeddah Airport.

The main contractor for Makkah station is Saudi 

bin laden group, the MEP package was given to 

BTAT to implement the entire HVAC & LV 

systems, Sela- Pass our partner are hired to 

execute the fire alarm system and the voice 

evacuation where EN product was approved for 

the fire alarm system.

Makkah station will contain the main platform 

building and several facilities and passenger 

buildings and will be covered and protected by 

Notifier® fire alarm system with more than 2500 

devices connected to a central monitor station 

also the system is integrated with the main BMS 

system to perform and control the escalator and 

ventilations fans and AC, also the fire alarm 

system is integrated with the PAVA system to 

insure the high performance and the quick 

response for notification in case of fire incident.

Fire Alarm Network using Single 
mode fiber optic back bone, the 
project constitutes one of the 
biggest fire alarm installations in the 
region. 
Another decisive factor was the 
integration capabilities of the Onyx
™ Series Fire Alarm Control Panels. 
Requirement called for seamless 
integration with the Security man-
agement platform using XML proto-
col, BMS system through BACnet 
gateway and remote monitoring via 
Ethernet-connected 5 OnyxWork™ 
Graphical User Interface.
Another milestone showing the 
solution showing unparalleled 
scalability by Notifer® Fire Alarm.

ESD
SELA-PASS

HARAMAIN RAIL
Project Reference
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“Show Me The Money”

The massive 80+-storey iconic tower in the heart of Riyadh was not an easy challenge to win. A single OnyxWorks™ workstation shall monitor forty panels 

connected on a single high speed Noti.Fire.Net with over 30,000 points with DVC’s distributed across the network supplying over 90 high-spec DAA2-range 

of digital amplifiers, 500 fire fighter telephone stations and controlled through a single command center.  What’s more? the professional Public Address 

System D1 by Honeywell was bundled for the solution to have the core system for the building all by Honeywell Life Safety Middle East. 

The Icon: The Capital Market Authority Tower, also known as CMA 
Tower, Walter P Moore provided structural engineering design services for 
this 80-story high-rise office tower in Saudi Arabia. At 400 meters tall and 
1,991,000 square feet, this world class office tower is to be the landmark 
project of the new King Abdullah Financial District in Northern Riyadh.
“It was not an easy one to win,” says Hani Amin, Sales Manager, Sela-Pass, 
the KSA-based Notifier partner that was awarded the contract, “but we 
managed to pull-off the real value in the Notifier® solution to the consultant 
and end-user, which then made it an easy decision to make. Completing 
our offering with the state-of-the-art PAVA solution by Honeywell, the 
stake-holders felt they were in good hands using the required technology in 
such a strategic building.” 

The Voice Solution: Emergency Communication system installed over 
the 80-storey using five remote Digital Voice Command Center. One command 
center was required to control/broadcast live audio messages to any of the 
remote centers. using the Noti.Fire.Net™ high-speed voice-enabled network, 
Notifier® was the only product to provide the solution without adding any 
wires. All DVC’s were installed on the network and nodes with fiber optic 
connectivity. 

Integration: Integration to the complex tower BMS system was required 
to provide per-point complete information thus providing seamless 
integration with the management system for HVAC controls in case of alarm.

Fiber Digital Audio Loop: Using the advanced DAA2-series amplifiers 
providing fiber-connectivity with versatile audio backup, the system provided 
reach for the audio signal as well as the fire fighter phone riser. providing 
value-engineered voice amplification, over 80 50-watt amplifiers where 
connected on the class-A digital audio loops of the remote DVC’s with 100% 
backup per amplifier to distribute audio over almost 2000 speakers for 
emergency evacuation. 
Fire Fighter Phone Riser: With the DAA2-series fire fighter phone connectivity 
and the unparalleled 10,00 feet length of fire fighter phone riser, a single riser 
accommodated all the 500 fire fighter telephone stations without the need 
of adding any extra boosters. combined with the voice-over network feature 
of the Noti.Fire.Net™, the voice command center can communicate over the 
network to the furthers and most remote of stations from a Digital Voice 

Command Center.

Integration: Integration to the complex tower BMS system was required 
to provide per-point complete information thus providing seamless 
integration with the management system for HVAC controls in case of alarm.

PAVA: Although the Notifier® state-of-the-art Emergency Communication 
System as deployed, a professional Public Address System was required for 
the building. the traditional methods of contact-interface between the Fire 
Detection and the Public Address System was not an adequate solution for 
such an application. Hence, the easy decision to go with D1, Honeywell’s 
newest PA system manufactured in Austria came into play provided seamless 
high-level integration with the Notifire® fire detection system with latest 
Ethernet connectivity between amplifiers to become part of the building’s 
core riser without the need of special audio risers.

Competition: One of the projects where Notifier® and Honeywell 
technology was utilized with utmost value, the CMA tower stands as the 
icon where Notifier® was the right and the ONLY right product for such an 
application.

Capital Market Authority 
KING ABDULLAH FINANCIAL DISTRICT 

chooses NOTIFIER with PAVA
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